
 

111 Service  

Patient Survey Feedback  

Month: January 2021 

 
89.6% 

Very good or good overall 
experience of the service 

Free text comments 

 

Positive  
free text 

comments 
 

The lady was fantastic not sure of her name but she was calm and soothing and 
got the help we needed 

Nothing I honestly think that it’s spot on 

Given it’s a particularly difficult time and in the middle of a pandemic, I felt my 
enquiry was taken seriously and dealt with promptly. 

 

Negative   
free text 

comments 

More empathy and understanding from your clinician sounded like he just wanted 
me off the phone rather than helping me 
 

The list of questions they ask are not relevant.  Had to assert myself to get a 
doctor involved.  I think a weak personality would have been fobbed off.  Once 
she new where I was coming from it was good.  A lot of recorded messages, b4 u 
get to the actual call.  Very frustrating. 
 

Be more polite on the phone and call back when saying so 

  

Number of responses 

Online 17 
 

Total: 

135 

 

Print 44 

Text 74 

 

  



 

Thinking of the 999 service we provide. Overall 
how was your experience of the service? 

Number Percentage 
% variance from 
previous month 

Very good and Good (combined) 121 89.6% -0.6 

Very good 91 67.4% -0.8 

Good 30 22.2% +0.2 

Neither good nor poor 5 3.7% +0.9 

Poor 7 5.2% +1 

Very poor 2 1.5% -0.8 

Don't Know 0 0.0% -0.5 

Survey trend graph 

 

Sentiment Analysis  

 



 

Results by resource CCG  

Resource CCG 
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Total 89.6% 6.7% 135 91 30 5 7 2 0 

County Durham CCG 82.6% 13.0% 23 12 7 1 2 1 0 

Gateshead CCG 100.0% 0.0% 9 8 1 0 0 0 0 

Newcastle Gateshead CCG 100.0% 0.0% 5 4 1 0 0 0 0 

North Tyneside CCG 80.0% 20.0% 10 6 2 0 1 1 0 

Northumberland CCG 100.0% 0.0% 15 11 4 0 0 0 0 

South Tyneside CCG 60.0% 20.0% 5 1 2 1 1 0 0 

Sunderland CCG 100.0% 0.0% 17 13 4 0 0 0 0 

Tees valley CCG 85.3% 8.8% 34 22 7 2 3 0 0 

CCG unknown  94.1% 0.0% 17 14 2 1 0 0 0 

 

 

Free text comments  

Very helpful and assertive operators 

A prompt and helpful service 

Asked relevant questions and was able to quickly advise next action  

Very helpful 

Quick and responsive. Calm authoritative prescience. Efficient and thorough. 

Waiting time in phone acceptable, reasonable return call 

I was very ill with a trapped sciatic nerve and in a lot of pain. The operator and the nurse advisor were really helpful and patient.  

Very helpful 

Quick attention. 

Friendly staff on telephone and prompt service 

Excellent advice,prompt service  

Help was limited but clear 

Quickly to call handlerSensible lady 

Answered my enquiry  

The service and response time was very good 

Great advice 

Quick, knowledgeable and reassuring, the gentleman was particularly cheery!  

Helpful person on phone 

I was told by the 111 operator they would ring through to GP surgery and arrange for callback. I am still waiting 



 

Very good operator who was very understanding and approachable  

Very efficient and non judgemental. Supportive.  

They could not make us an appointment anywhere in any local walk in centres  as stated all were full  

I phoned for advise for myself & was given an appointment for within the hour at my hospital.  

After ringing the doctors surgery and been told repeatedly to go to A&E  My condition was not an accident nor an emergency I 
needed a blood test to see if my levels were ok I suffer from anemia and was very breathless and tiredBut was repeatedly being 
told to have a covid test.Dr Higgins rang me back and set the ball in motion and I am now well as I had my infusion.  I know 
hospitals and services are pushed to its limits , but you should be able to see your doctor or at least speak to them with out being 
sent to A&E. 

Was I was worried as I went for test in hospital but I had pre prep for bowel prepubescent came home and so many day later still 
was very lose was worried  

Never had no problems it all went smoothly  

Efficient and quick  

Very good customer service  

Good advice could have contacted the hospital prior to arrival. The hospital says 111 sometimes does 

Good advice. Clear and concise  

My experience of the service was very efficient and reassuring at every step of the way 

Passed case to senior advisor who rang back within 5 mins  

Had to wait so long for ringback from doctor 

The 2 paramedics were absolutely amazing and very reassuring  

Our attending paramedics Joanne and Kevin showed my grandmother upmost respect and empathy through the care they 
provided. 

Considered appreciation of my problem and suggested all options 

Jane and Abbey were amazing. I felt well looked after. I rang yesterday as I had short of breath and after going to hospital and 
sent back home because it might be covid. I felt awful, symptoms were worse and I rang 111. Lady over the phone was great 
and Abbey and her Co-corker Jane were incredible.A big thank you for both of them  

Speedy response to bowel problem. 

Quick answer by service. 

Because the service was great. 

Call handler was good, however I was told needed to be seen within 12 hours by GP (medic) nothing happened. 

The service I had was good a little rushed. 

We got an answer for our problem. 

All good except waiting time. 

Very good service. 

Very helpful and patient. 

Could not fault the call centre or the paramedics were excellent. 

To support the people that talk to you on the phone and explain everything. 

Everyone was helpful. 

Staff very helpful and caring. 

Because they were very prompt and civil. 

They listen to you and seem really concerned. They give very good advice. 

It was given good and person giving it was good. 

Someone to talk to, relieves your mind. 

They were very good. 

My problem was dealt with after referral to GP out I have service and ambulanty care. 

Call handler was polite, caring and asked relevent questions to my problem. 

Excellent professional service. 

To complete your survey. 

At the time I did not have to wait too long. 



 

Friendly and gave effective advice. Prompt and precise. 

It didn't take them long to come even with all this Coronavirus going on. 

The receptionist on the phone, very kind and caring also ambulance staff also very good. 

Give me good advice. 

No problems. 

Telephone call was answered within seconds. 

The call handler and the doctor who returned my call were both respectful and empathetic. 

A good listener, and give good info to keep me calm safe. 

Efficient service. Knowledgeable staff. 

Prompt service and very good doctor. 

Get through more or less straight away. 

Efficient, quick and polite. 

Call handler took interest in what my call was related to. 

Once I got through to 111. 

Everything helpful from beginning to end. 

Paramedic rightly diagnosed my symptoms of heart attack not COVID-19. 

Very efficient pointed in the right direction. 

Pleased with the response. 

Took 20 mins to get through to speak to someone. 

They were helpful and efficient and informative. Their advice on what to do was invaluable. 

The person was very helpful, asked all the right questions and got me the help I needed. 

It was just matter of fact. 

I am an 80 year old man and on many occasions have rang 111 for advise, fantastic service much appreciated. 

It was reassuring. 

Total satisfied. 

Very helpful and friendly. 

My doctor surgery had no appointments. I was seen at urgent care within an hour after 111 referral. 

Because I did think it was good and quiet. 

The help I receieved from 111 was very good and put me where I needed to be. 

Very thorough. 

Information and prompt attentions advisor was wonderful. 

Listened to what I said and put me in touch with a doctor. 

First class service. 

They listened to me. 

They helped me a lot with my problem and got me in to see someone. 

The phone call was no problem however, I never got the call from the doctor. 

Problem dealt with quickly. 

The matter was dealt with quickly and efficiently. 

Long wait to get through. 

I phoned and they were quick to pick up. 

The time to answer was good each time people were patient with me and my problem was solved. 

Very explicit in speech easily understood. 

Very helpful and efficient. 

The doctor on 111 asked many questions to get a full picture. Very good. 

My problem was dealt with very quickly and efficiently. 

Got an answer straight away and were very helpful. 

It took approx 20 mins to get through. 

I was treated with care and good humour. 



 

I was put at ease as very anxious about my fathers condition very professional call handlers/staff. 

It was half an hour waiting for the call to be answered, only to be told there were no doctors available to speak to so directed to 
local A and E which has no doctors on site! 

Trained staff. 

Because you have me helpful advice, and calmed me down at the time because I suffer from panic attacks. 

My problem was dealt with efficiently. 

Because the lady was calm and efficient. 

Very professional, quick response. 

Took a long time to speak to someone. Given conflicting advice when I had to ring back with same problem. 

I called 101 to discuss my wife's symptoms and received quick response and good advice. 

Quickly organised an ambulance. 

Rang 111 and was so pleased to be dealt with so quickly. 

Diagnosed my problem as muscular when it turned out to be an infected broken vertabrae. 

I said I lived alone and wasy 78 years old and was being violently sick - I needed to go to the hospital and was told well I'm not 
sending an ambulance. So I said OK I'll get someone to take me to cramlington hospital so I got a taxi and spent 5 days in the 
hospital pretty ill. So I'm not impressed. 

In the end I got answers and the help I was looking for. 

They were very helpful. It was admitted to hospital within 45 mins could not have been any better. 

Operator was very polite and took time to hear what was needed. 

Phone was answered quickly and an appointment made at hospital. 

The server was polite efficient and best of very sympathetic. 

It took a while to get an answer which I can understand.  They got in touch with my Drs & said I had to be seen within 2 hours.  5 
hours later I had to ring the surgery myself to get to talk to a Dr.  I was really distressed & in pain.   

Found the response very prompt & accurate.Offered an ambulance as an emergency but chose to get a family member to take 
me to hospital. Surgery the next day. 

On hold for too long 

Everything handled professionally time scale from call handler to assessment fantastic in the current situation  

Really good sort problem out and got sort quick 

I received very prompt and excellent attention from the service at this extremely dangerous time.  

Quick professional and polite 

Very efficient, doctor called as specified and diagnosed problem on phone  

Operator was rude 

Very helpful in helping and giving advice 

The advice I was given was very good and I received a fast response.  

They were very helpful contacted doctor who rang back and advised hospital  

I’ve been diagnosed with Atrial Fibrillation & on Christmas Day I had Pain in back & ache on chest I rang 111 for advise  they 
checked I was not alone then told me ambulance would be with me in 18 mins which arrived & 2 paramedics Andrew & Paul 
were wonderful they did ECG & decided I needed to go to hospital. On route Andrew sat near to me and was very reassuring I 
was frightened but he reassured me with his calm professionalism. I cannot thank these 2 enough & the 111 service was superb 
the lady said Ambulance on way and not to get anxious if it was late. I now know & appreciate how hard you all work. Thank you  

Helpful efficient and put me in contact with the help I needed. 

told me I would be fine when I was losing my baby  

Didn't bother ringing back as they told us they would. Spent 3 extra days in agony! No need! 

Dr rang me after contacting 111 

Good service 

Very good, very attentive, on the ball.  Very quick to come.  Thoroughly checked patient and explained everything wrong.  Also 
explained to rest of our household what they were going to do.  Where cheerful and chatty, upbeat, put the situation at ease.  
Very good men. 

First time i rang lady was lovely and helpful 

I gave my high answer,, as the lady I spoke to about my illness,, was none other than fantastic,, she never once cut me short,, 
she listened to everything I had to say, and never judged me once, an all around fantastic lady who I was speaking with,, hat's off 
to her  

All my questions were answered quickly and professionally, in a way that anyone could understand.  

Quick easy to understand instructions and a friendly service. XThankyou.  

Because of the speed and courteous way I was treated  



 

First 111 advisor was helpful. Clinician who called me was very unhelpful, patronising, talked to me like I was wasting time while I 
had a genuine concern for my breathing after testing positive for Covid 19.  

Quick and clear advice. Got me the help I needed  

Quick very helpful and made the situation easy to understand  

got me sorted asap  

The lady was fantastic not sure of her name but she was calm and soothing and got the help we needed  

My son was in severe pain and I was informed to wait for a call back within the hour. He had a twisted testicle which I did not 
know. I should have been advised to go straight to hospital, which I did do luckily as he needed emergency surgery.  

Very professional and thorough when asking questions. Calming nature  

The staff were amazing  

Very good service very professional  

Quick response, dr called for further details and acted quickly according to my symptoms  

Crew fantastic professional explained everything to my dad put him at ease  fantastic team, worked really well together  listened 
to my dad so patient and  understanding  

paramedic arrived very quickly, carried out tests and was very reassuring. 

I called 111 on the morning of Thursday 14 January.  I did not have to wait long to speak to someone.  i was dealt with efficiently 
and courteously.  I was told my information would be passed to the appropriate person at the Wansbeck Hospital and that I 
would be contacted within an hour.  This happened, and after a further discussion an ambulance was dispatched. 

Fast efficient service  

They asked thorough questions and advised me.  

They are listening me carefully and taking action really quickly where it needs to be act on time. They always do whatever they 
promise to do. 

The operator was very calm,patient, and professional throughout the call. 

Elderly parent had fallen, had suspected head injury and couldn't get up. 

Was disappointed in the questions on COVID.   I had stated that my emergency was not COVID related.   Then there was a 30 
min wait to speak to an advisor.    Once I reached the advisor treatment was swift and very helpful  

No issues. Ordered home test kit for covid was delivered next day because I'm a key worker, working for the DWP Universal 
Credit. My manager made me take the test since my symptoms were similar to covid but my  test was negative and I was 
allowed back into work 

Really helpful and understanding. Gave me great advice and got me an appointment with my doctor urgently which when I 
contacted my doctors surgery, I wasn’t able to do.  

He was very rude and i didnt get a call back he was beru abrupt i had very bad ear pain and coudnt hear. Just so rude  

Because the service I received was very good 

Because they are very good 

Had to listen to information on Covid , should have a number to press for things not about Covid then still didn’t no what to press 
for mams very high blood pressure in danger zone and very dizzy and headaches then waited 40 mins on hold .  

So understanding professional and compassionate. Cannot speak too highly of our experience!! 

Assertiveness of the staff is incredible and an ambulance arrived within the hour.with very pro-active paramedics. 

As before 

It was quickly dealt with in a professional manner  

Everything I was told was spot on & can't fault that.  

Felt my initial call to 111 should have resulted in referal to urgent care due to pain level 

Paramedic sent 

The person dealing with my call was most reassuring and helpful. 

Everything was done how it should be 

On hold for quite a while but to be expected at the moment  

Quick 

It was all gòod  

The knowledge of the colleague and the paramedics was excellent 

All ok 

I found the advice i was given was really helpful and the speaker was very polite . 

Very cheery man 

No advice was given. Simply advised gp would call me back 



 

Very good operator compassionate and professional  

The person who called back was very helpful and empathetic to the situation  

Call handler was helpful  

Satisfied with questions I was asked & the patience & reassurance given by the caller.  

Helpful and quickly helped by calling an ambulance which to me to hospital  

Immediate response. Sound advice 

Very satisfied just think call answering time could be improved  

I was satisfied that the problem I was calling about was taken seriously and that the advise and further steps taken to receive 
treatment were helpful and efficient. I was calling regarding someone under 16, some of the questions we answered were not 
applicable, the call handler needed answers from the child directly and this was unhelpful as he was unable to understand and 
answer effectively  

Call back was very quick and ambulance despatched swiftly  

was satisfied with person I spoke to and just dissatisfied with the length of time I waited for doctor to ring me back  

The woman on the phone was very helpful and sent out an ambulance within 25 minutes  

They showed professionalism when dealing with my anxious grandmother 

None - job done as described 

Extremely satisfied with Abbey and Jean who visited me outside my house and gave me the help needed and an amazing advice  

Speed and advice given 

Efficient service 

Was satisfied with everything  

All of it 

Everything positive & excellent help. 

111contacted a dr who rang me back within 30 mins of my call It was the dr who contacted ambulance service for me and they 
arrived at my property  swiftly. The crew who saw me were excellent cannot praise them enough 

They got paramedics to me who were brilliant. Two very professional guys.  

The list of questions they ask are not relevant.  Had to assert myself to get a doctor involved.  I think a weak personality would 
have been fobbed off.  Once she new where I was coming from it was good.  A lot of recorded messages, b4 u get to the actual 
call.  Very frustrating. 

I was very satisfied with all aspects of the 111 service from beginning to end of my call.  

The clinician 

Response back from the doctor was quick 

getting me help to the hospital  

I was satisfied with the outcome of the call and felt very reassured and happy once I put the phone down  

Very knowledgeable and helpful  

The information given was confusing and the nurse I spoke to after the 111 call said I had been given incorrect information and 
she was going to speak to them.  

Very helpful and very efficient and very professional  

I was completely satisfied with all aspects of the service 

Paramedic who attended was excellent,  very professional and delt very appropriately with my daughter who has additional 
needs  

They have set questions to ascertain the seriousness of your illness. They are professional and non judgemental. Also caring 
and reassuring.  No negatives  

At one point I did call 111just for advice from consultant and I did not realize that my problem was serious and the 111staff 
identified it and directed me to 999 and I did get immediate help by ambulance. 

I am particularly satisfied with the 111 service as I'm sure we can all agree it offers a professional service with positive outcomes 
during unprecedented pressures from the current situation. 

The efficiency, speed and quality 

Happy with the knowledge that medical professionals or emergency services are available if needed 

Prompt referral to other services  

Quick service  



 

Given it’s a particularly difficult time and in the middle of a pandemic, I felt my enquiry was taken seriously and dealt with 
promptly.  

He was rude and didnt hell at all  

All of it 

Every thing was excellent,highly professional and very reassuring. 

The long wait  to get through for advice on my mam with very high blood pressure abs dizziness , headaches x 

Everything was good  

Responded quickly with empathy 

 

Anything we could have done better?  

Maybe call back patients when calls lose connection 

Service was satisfactory 

No improvement needed.  

Everything was done perfectly 

More direct advice 

Not a lot colleague was excellent 

All good 

Cant as i was happy with the service  

Make the call happen. I do not know if this was the fault of 111 but contacting the surgery or the fault of the surgery 

Nothing pointed us in the right direction 

Got us an appointment to be seen  

I've only ever been satisfied & happy with the 111 service, including call backs. Thank you.  

The service worked for me so I wouldn't have asked for anything more THANK YOU!! 

See previous answer  

Reduce call waiting time. 10 mins too long 

I’m not sure. I was happy with the service  

doctor could have called back sooner  

The attending paramedics could literally have not done more to help us. 

Everything was amazing. Nothing were wrong at all 

Told someone would ring with appointment for an out of hours GP. Didn't happen. 

Taken more time at appointment. 

Quicker response. 

Extra staff. 

You helped with everything and explained and the operator was really polite. 

It couldn't really, they were superb. 

Better training of staff who answer phone. 

I could not fault any of the staff at all well done NHS. 

Satisfied. 

Done really good job. 

Very reassuring. 

Answer call much quicker. 

When call with operator was lost 45 minutes elapsed before being reconnected. 

Could not fault advice given. 

As an emergency service I don't want to have to listen to a recorded message for what seemed an age before speaking to a 
person. 

More understandable attitude. 

There isn't anymore you could do. 

Very good service. 



 

Not really the doctor explaining what was causing my problem made me feel better. 

I should have received a call of reassurance and after more than six hours, I had to ring again the next morning. 

Answered the phone sooner. 

Better triage system to prioritise callers needs. 

Arrive a bit earlier. 

Answering quicker. 

Maybe more staff to take calls at busy times. 

Being passed from one person to another and having to relate why everytime. 

No but it’s not following through successfully. 

Nothing, it was very effective in my case. 

Don’t think you could have done anything  

I don’t think it could be bettered.  

Nicer operator 

All was good 

Everything was done well  

Have a big bright button or obvious link on web site where we can click to go straight to a feed back form  

For this call. Nothing. Excellent. Thank You 

Gave me correct information 

Everything! 

Device was excellent  

There was nothing,, that lady could of done,, more than what she already did  

Less options and less about the coronavirus, the first 5 minutes are all about the virus which isn’t what my call was about.  

Glass of champagne with every call 

More empathy and understanding from your clinician sounded like he just wanted me off the phone rather than helping me  

I don’t think there was anything for me that could have been done better 

nothing much help alot  

Nothing I honestly think that it’s spot on  

Giving correct information. I rang the service back to inform them I had gone straight to hospital. The person I spoke to said that I 
needed to do another assessment even though we had already gone to hospital.  

Absolutely nothing. 

I have no suggestions as was satisfied  

Only thing I would suggest to be better is waiting time, busy hours, which might be solved by adding more staff. 

Initially on the 1st call I made I was waiting for 45 minutes to be connected to an operator. 

As stated in previous answer.    

No issues as said previous top quality service  

Explain the service thoroughly  

Nothing! Done a fab job in my opinion  

Be more polite on the phone and call back when saying so  

Have a number to press do you don’t have to listen about Covid  

Don't think they're was anything you could of done better 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

999 Ambulance (Unscheduled Care)  

See and Covey - taken to hospital 

Patient Survey Feedback  

  Month: January 2021 

 
94.8% 

Very good or good overall 
experience of the service 

Free text comments 

 

Positive  
free text 

comments 

Response was fast and paramedics were very pleasant and informative 

The paramedics were lovely with my son and reassured me. After checking 
my son over they got us straight to hospital. 

To be honest I really didn’t want to go to the hospital due to pandemic  
The two paramedics were amazing explaining why it was in my best 
interest to go true professionals 

 
Negative   
free text 

comments 

Quicker response time 

Rude didn't have a clue very very disappointed 

The paramedic should have spoken to me about any concerns she had. 
Instead of my family. 

 

Number of responses 

Online 25  

Total: 

382 

 

Print 26 

Text 331 

 

  



 

Thinking of the 999 service we provide. Overall 
how was your experience of the service? 

Number Percentage 
% variance from 
previous month 

Very good and Good (combined) 362 94.8% +2.4 

Very good 319 83.5% +2.7 

Good 43 11.3% -0.3 

Neither good nor poor 7 1.8% -0.6 

Poor 7 1.8% -0.8 

Very poor 6 1.6% -1 

Don't Know 0 0.0% 0 

Survey trend graph 

 

Sentiment Analysis  

 



 

Results by resource CCG  

Resource CCG 
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Total 94.8% 3.4% 382 319 43 7 7 6 0 

County Durham CCG 93.9% 6.1% 66 54 8 0 3 1 0 

Newcastle Gateshead CCG 100.0% 0.0% 51 51 0 0 0 0 0 

North Tyneside CCG 89.7% 5.1% 39 31 4 2 1 1 0 

Northumberland CCG 91.3% 6.5% 46 41 1 1 0 3 0 

South Tyneside CCG 95.2% 4.8% 21 15 5 0 1 0 0 

Sunderland CCG 97.7% 2.3% 44 41 2 0 1 0 0 

Tees valley CCG 94.2% 2.3% 86 71 10 3 1 1 0 

CCG unknown  96.6% 0.0% 29 25 3 1 0 0 0 

Results by Cluster  
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Total 94.8% 3.4% 382 319 43 7 7 6 0 

Alnwick 92.3% 7.7% 13 12 0 0 0 1 0 

Backworth 100.0% 0.0% 30 25 5 0 0 0 0 

Bishop Auckland 93.5% 0.0% 27 21 3 0 2 1 0 

Blucher 100.0% 0.0% 20 19 1 0 0 0 0 

Coulby Newham 93.8% 6.3% 16 14 1 0 0 1 0 

Cramlington 90.0% 3.3% 30 26 1 2 0 1 0 

Hartlepool 100.0% 0.0% 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 

Lanchester Road 100.0% 0.0% 25 22 3 0 0 0 0 

Monkton 100.0% 0.0% 29 22 7 0 0 0 0 

No Cluster (unknown)  92.4% 4.6% 131 102 19 4 4 2 0 

Pallion 95.7% 4.3% 23 20 2 0 1 0 0 

Stockton 94.7% 0.0% 19 17 1 1 0 0 0 



 

Free text comments  

Temperature was taken on arrival, it was 39.7 so the decision was made to be taken to hospital straight away. 

The three attendants were all excellent. Calm efficient, caring, compassionate and capable.  

The 111 service called the ambulance for me. They arrived quicker than expected and the paramedics were lovely, 
very helpful  and knowledgeable.  

Relatively quick to arrive very thorough and caring for my father  

Couldn’t fault the paramedics one bit very friendly and my nana has mixed dementia and they explained every step 
of her treatment  

Taken more than 35 to 40 minutes for arriving. I was told twice it would take about 18 minutes but after 18 minutes 
we are called and they have told us it’s taken another 18 to 20 minutes to come to my door. 

Absolutely brilliant service and care - outstanding. Tremendous service, every member of staff caring, 
compassionate and professional.  

My mam was very  well  looked  after  

My husbawas having a stroke and it took nearly 2 hours to get ambulance  

The operator was very polite and patient and didn’t rush us with any of our answers 

Fantastic treatment paramedics were kind caring and understanding  

Kind, helpful fast acting, from both paramedics and call staff, put me and my teenage son at ease in a very scary 
situation  

It was a difficult time with my friend who I had called the ambulance for the operator had a foreign accent which I 
couldn't understand. she wanted to speak to my friend who was distressed and weak through continual diahorrea. 
this didn't help the situation. I explained I was a retired nurse (suppose anybody could have said this.) Realise the 
health and ambulance service are suffering  horrendous workloads.i was totally frustrated with the phone call.the 
crew on arrival did a good job assisting. 

It was excellent service the young ladies communication skills were really good. l was treated with total respect and 
treated at all times very well as my health situation change. At all times l felt safe and secure. 

Found Paramedics professional 

Waited 2hours for ambulance  

Agent kept me calm on the line while giving me advice and guidance of what to do. 

I was going pancaking and didn’t know what to do.  The ambulance was there in 20 minutes and the situation 
settled.  

Call handler asked appropriate questions, responded appropriately and clearly. Offered advice if needed. One thing 
that is not made clear is the response times and the variation of transport and assistance to the patient. 

Great crew, listened to us and patient, reassured, took care with transfer, kept informed, very caring attitude 

From the phone call to the service I received excellent care. 

Rang for my 83 year old dad at 8.30pm and he had to sit up with my 82year old mother til 3.20 am in morning 
before being taken to hospital then five days later no ambulance to bring him home I had to come out of work to 
bring my father home after sister told me she would arrange for an ambulance to bring him home they told my father 
he would have to wait six to eight hours absolutely disgusting service  

The staff were polite and kind and the ambulance did not take too long to arrive.  

All 3 ambulance staff were fabulous  

The 3 paramedics who attended my now late husband on Saturday morning 5th December 2020 gave my husband 
excellent care, and if you can trace their names, I would be extremely grateful if you could pass on my thanks to 
them, sadly later that morning Neil passed away. 

My partner was a possible stroke victim I was told the ambulance would be with us within 18 minutes it did not arrive 
for over a hour 

Calm approachable  and professional   

Very quick response , made at ease as best they could, patient, caring 

Very gd with help and advice  

I could not fault the crew , they were totally amazing and treated me so well and with outstanding respect for me, I 
can’t thank everyone enough, l have so much respect and admiration for you all. 

From making the emergency call to the ambulance crew taking my Mother to hospital everyone I spoke to or came 
into contact with were amazing . 

Prompt service using 112 service 

we were told the wait could be up to 3 hours. It was longer than this. No one rang with any updates on times so we 
were sat just waiting. We asked to be taken to cramlington where my care was but instead we got taken to the RVI 



 

where they knew nothing about my case which meant a few hours at hospital turned into 10 hours (a lot of waiting 
around for reports to be sent from cramlington). I got covid from RVI hospital so I wish we had gone to cramlington.  

Two lovely men made me feel very comfortable the full time they were dealing with me. Couldn’t fault them in any 
way. Very professional but also friendly. 

Answered straight away, given an eta, arrived within 25 mins. Paramedics were excellent, calmed us all down & 
stabilised my daughter before taking her to hosp. Couldn’t have asked for better paramedics they were superb.    

Arrived very quickly Very knowledgable Very courteous Put me at ease completely Very caring 

Over an hour to arrive 

Super quick response  

The 2 ambulance men were excellent my only complaint would be the response time, if my mam was having a heart 
attack as suspected she would probably have died !  

I've had to call ambulances 3 times during my work as a Responder during the last week. They have been excellent  
each time.  

Very fast response and very polite paramedics 

Great service Really made time for my dad ⭐️⭐️⭐️👍👍👍 

Service excellent and and staff polite, professional and courteous  

Fast response, lovely comforting staff really put us at ease  

Excellent quick service  

Arrived in 5 minutes  

They quickly responded and very friendly and caring. 

Quick and professional  

I was very poorly and paramedics and ambulance were very quick coming to my home 

timely professional job 

Triage staff effective & efficient listening to my emergency and allocating the despatch. 

As you helped with my son 

Extremely friendly paramedics, reassuring and kind.  

Excellent service - quick, efficient, professional and caring. 

Too many questions about the patient health He was having a TIA 

They were amazing. Took good care of me and they were really nice.  

The first aid, also the open wound management  provided at the scene, alongside the reassuring support, of the 
ambulance team, were of such an exemplary nature, that it made for a poor triage, response at the hospital. No 
attention being offered, to an open wound, caused by, a high impact injury and no further, action, not even an 
examination, until four hours later, when the doctors, started the process of suturing the open wound. 

Paramedics were fast and efficient, very friendly also 

Supportive helpful and professional experience  

I had really bad chest pain and the ambulance arrived within 10 minutes  

Fast response, excellent medics  

Very caring knowledgeable, empathetic crew. Couldn't be better.  

I have used this service about two weeks ago. 

Had to use them recently. Courteous and very kind and a good sense of humour. Put me completely at ease and 
made me feel much more comfortable. Very nice people indeed. 

The paramedics looked after my old man with great care and sympathy and took just enough time with him to 
enable me to get there before they whisked him off to hospital xx 

Very professional and friendly staff 

The call handler was sympathetic, kind and efficient. The ambulance arrived within 5 minutes and dealt with the 
situation quickly. They involved me and kept me advised of what they were doing and explained the next options 
clearly. 

They arrive ASAP they are so professional explain everything they are doing very respectful and amazing what 
would we do without them 

really made me feel comfortable  

Came very quickly to the patient 

It's been around 10 years youse the ambulance service all of the staff have been great for these 10 years I've been 
in hospital every month and the staff have all wearers been great  

Lady on the phone kept us calm and told us what to do until ambulance arrived  



 

From first dialling 999 to when the ambulance arrived, we were listened to and the lady asked to speak to the 
patient. We were advised that the patient should take an Aspirin. We were told an ambulance was on its way. Then 
we got another call and a different caller told us the amount of Aspirin needed was 300g. 3 Paramedics arrived and 
did 2 ECG's and other tests. They were caring & calming when they told us he'd had a heart attack and would be 
taking him to James Cook. They did an excellent job 

The ambulance arrived in under 15 mins. The crew were very kind and professional. I was extremely impressed.  

They arrived within 15 mins and was very good at their job  

Professional calming and informative on the telephone and in person. Kept upto date  

I was in a lot of pain and had been in the loft approx half an hr in the cold checking myself and arranging for the 
family to bring a key before making the call. They came quite quickly with the fire brigade, assessed my pain and 
reassured me throughout with professionalism and empathy. It took 2 hrs to get me out and on to the ambulance 
but throughout the ordeal both services gave the best care i could wish for and my worried family too. A credit to the 
NHS and our Fire Service 

I found the ambulance service efficient and caring in everything 

Has always been good are. Familes  have had to use this many times for our parents. The staff have always been 
first class 

Phone call staff were brilliant.  The ambulance staff were exceptional in all aspects 

Very considerate and efficient. 

I had unexplained chest pain and was reluctant to bother the nhs, but they made me feel relaxed and assured me 
that it was better to check my symptoms.  I was happy to be seen in the comfort of my own home.   The service was 
quick and the paramedics were pleasant and professional throughout the examination and procedures  

Paramedics were very thorough in their questioning to identify and remedy my problem. They explained what they 
were doing and why so I was aware of everything. They helped to explain and rationalise my symptoms and made 
me feel calmer.  

I could not find fault. 

The crew knew their job and were very professional. 

They treated me with care and made me feel safe and comfortable. 

The service was excellent. 

The ambulance arrived quickly the paramedic driver and student were kind and considerate Neil the paramedic was 
excellent, he had a calming attitude, did an ECG promptly, detected my heart problem and advised I get to hospital. 
He continued to calm, care and check one on the journey to hospital. 

When you are feeling really poorly and help arrives you feel safe in their hands. 

Responded quickly. 

They were very efficient and put you at ease so kind! 

I have terminal cancer, the ambulance staff have attended on numerous occasions. 9 monthly I have nothing but 
high praise and gratitude and thanks. 

Friendly, re-assuring and pleasant and thorough in their assessment. 

I have had to use the service quite a lot and have never had any reason to be concerned in any way at all, it has 
always been excellent, and their kindness and consideration. 

The staff were professional I was informed and treated kindly. 

No problems went smoothly, satisfied. 

Very helpful and pleasant. Very professional. 

Good service. 

Because they were very helpful and patient with me. 

Prompt arrival at home. Rapid decision to give oxygen. While waiting outside A&E, started taking blood samples to 
speed up analysis time. 

Care and compassion. Professionalism. 

Response time, care and dedication on arrival. 

Because I think it's important. 

Treat with dignity and respect. 

Fairly prompt arrival and staff acted in a very professional way and were caring and considerate throughout. 

Because the paramedics that arrived at my home looked after me in an excellent manner until I was in control of 
hospital staff. 

Both paramedics were polite and came soon after our call. They gave me fantastic care and made me feel at ease. 
Excellent. 



 

Could not fault the service. 

It is the first time we have needed this service they were very nice and explained everything that was happening 
and what they were doing. 

Very satisfied with my care. 

Right one. 

Sorry can't recall it at all. I was out of it for quite a while. 

Prompt and efficient service given by caring and business like staff. 

From 111 to ambulance men everything was very good service. 

They were very quick. 

Very good with dealing quickly with my sons broken wrists. 

I was put at ease and found the teams very helpful and friendly. 

They were always very prompt and helpful and kind. 

I was recently admitted to COVID ward 7 cramlington so I have the greatest respect for all doctors and nurses and 
staff. I appreciated all they done for me. 

The professionalism was excellent. 

It did take the ambulance a while to arrive but the over all treatment was very good. And made me feel a lot easy 
until I arrived at the A&E. 

I was put at my ease I felt safe with the crew. 

The ambulance staff were very kind and considerate in every way, and soon decided to take me to hospital would 
settle me. 

Efficient and calm. 

The people that came was so good they give us everything possible. Unfortunately husband died. 

The ambulance staff were very helpful and kind and looked after me well. Thank you. 

Staff were amazing. Did take over four hours for ambulance as NHS Direct responder came out first, he called for 
an ambulance. 

They had a lovely manner and kept me calm. 

The team were very caring and efficient and quick in making their decisions. 

Very courteous and helpful. 

Didn't have to wait too long. 

No faults with the service. 

The ambulance arrived quickly and the men were very reassuring. 

999 call handler was very professional, caring and understanding and response was quick. The paramedics treated 
me in a dignified way but were also friendly and eased my anxiety. 

Responded in half an hour. 

Made to feel at ease. 

2nd November 2020 + 11th Novemeber 2020. Both ambulances call outs were of the biggest quality in every way. I 
commend all 5 crew and owe them my life on each occasion, including 1st responder. 

My mother is 99 years old and was very distressed by the time the ambulance arrived 2.5 hours later. I wasn't 
allowed to go to the hospital because of COVID which I fully understand but an elderly lady suffering from dementia 
needs support. 

A clockwork experience. 

Very good waited over 24 hours, but with the virus. It was totally understandable the ambulance guy who sat with us 
was excellent, I think they called it the gettings. 

I phoned 111. They phoned the ambulance. Everyone was so kind and helpful. The ambulance people are 
wonderful. They deserve a medal and a pay rise. 

The support, containment and reassurance at a very vulnerable time was second to nine.  Professional, kind, 
compassionate care throughout.  Thank you.  

Professional but also put me at ease  

The Ambulance took 40 mins to arrive, despite being told initially it would be 15 mins. 

Came within minutes ,very thorough and pleasant paramedics.  

It was a very quick response and the ambulance staff were very understanding and professional. They were patient 
and sympathic to my injury and did everything at a pace I could manage. They made sure my property was secure 
on leaving. And made me feel like they had my best interest at heart.  

Great  



 

I phoned 111 and said I only need advice. And that I have chronic asthma since being a child and that I was getting 
more breathless. They sent a 999 ambulance. As she thought that I hadcovid, coz of my answers. I said I have 
chronic asthma, n thought I had a chest infection, and I was right, n got steroids the next day. I felt as tho the 
technician disbelieved me that I was breathless, he looked at me as wasting their time.I won't phone 111 again, 
Ever, no matter  if its my last breath 

Paramedic arrived within 20 mins and subsequent ambulance required to transport to hospital arrived quite quickly 

As a community health professional my judgement was questioned when I requested an ambulance (they did not 
want to send one). Patient is still not medically fit after two weeks.  

Very quick response when called to 6or old having asthma attack. Crew put us all at ease, reassured us all the time. 
Amazing with 6or old 

Very good treatment  

My mother was seriously ill, no ambulance was sent and instead I was told a doctor would phone within an hour to 
assess the situation. After an hour no doctor had called and as my mams health was deteriorating I recalled 999. 
May I add that before dialling 999 the first time I had called my doctors surgery, the doctor would not talk to me and 
she had been out to visit my Mam  but rather than speak to me the receptionist called and said if we felt it 
appropriate to call 999 

So friendly and helpful excellent service couldn't be any better than they are.. 

Waited approx 7 hours for emergency ambulance with an elderly vulnerable adult with mental health problems 
multiple injuries with a water infection and confusion and distress 

Made me feel a bit more relaxed, they were there to help me. Gave me gas and air for pain, explained what they 
were going to do before they did it, were professional took some details inc brief history. Kept an eye on me until I 
was handed over, drove carefully missing as many bumps in road as possible, were humorous at times which 
helped me cope. 

Absolutely amazing,I was so scared and by the time I got to hospital was actually laughing awesome  

Very helpful and professional. They worked very quickly and efficiently to get me diagnosed and to hospital. They 
left me with a clear plan regarding my diagnosis and where I would be taken. 

Very prompt and professional service. 

We ended up needing an extra ambulance and the care with each team was very caring and efficient  

I have had 2 experiences With the ambulance services This year Once on the 31st of august Nana died then 
suddenly found My Mam in bed not breathing or no pulse The ambulance and paramedics came with in minutes 
and done there best to try and bring her back to life Unfortunately she died they Took care of that horrible situation 
So efficiently so companionate, Then few weeks ago I called them for myself Again fantastic response and care of 
excellence  

The ambulance arrived very quickly about 20 minutes after making the call. The team were very efficient putting us 
at ease at a very worrying time. They were very professional with all their checks and explained what they were 
doing. 

Waited a long time considering my Mum had chest pain but when they came they were wonderful, efficient abs put 
us at ease  

I work for Redcar and cleavland council, I was dealing with a old gentleman in guisborough, the service you give 
from the start of the first phone call to the ambulance arriving was just flawless. 

Waited over 3hrs for a ambulance.  

Staff great and timeous 

Paramedics were brilliant and attended quickly  

It was a quick and intuitive decision. I have no more to say. 

Very friendly staff who put our minds to rest  

Great response from staff, polite helpful listened 

They were very good and understanding. Did all they could to help me  

Very efficient once they arrived but I did have to wait longer than I thought I would have when it involved a child 
under the age of 16.  

The crew were fantastic and so helpful in a difficult situation  

Reassuring team 

All contacts were efficient, professional & helpful 

3 staff arrived with Ambulace Ambulace ARRIVED within 18 minutes Obs done in Ambulance saved time 
Transferred straight to Hospital NESECH WHEELCHAIR ON ARRIVAL AT  HOSPITALBOOKED IN AT HOSPITAL  
BY AMBULANCE STAFFSTAFF STAYED TILL I WAS SEEN BY NURSE 

They were understanding and professional about what help my daughter needed 

The response is good as always getting updates if there are delays 



 

Great friendly service and put patient and relatives at ease! 

Waited over 7hrs for ambulance then when it came it had to wait over 2 hrs outside my house waiting for 111 to call 
them back  

The paramedics were amazing. 

Good and efficient service 

Lady on the phone was very good explaining and giving advise, taking me through everything I needed to know or 
things she needed to know. Two paramedics listened to me and my fathers needs, talked and listened to him also 
giving advise whilst examining him, great manner as they new he was not keen on going to hospital. 

I rang 999 on the advice of the chemo unit as my mother was seriously ill and she needed medical attention. After 
20 mins on the phone the advice was to wait for the my GP to call. I had to then call the community nursing team 
who did come out within the hour and then they rang an ambulance to have my mother admitted. We lost 2.5hrs 
when her blood pressure was dangerously low and she was in AFIB!  

Operator listened as I was unsure whether this was an emergency. I called for my 95 year old father. 

I phoned for help flor my husband got all the service i needed  

Clear and fast efficient service  

Effective response. Skilled staff.  Caring staff.  They took the time to assess the situation fully to arrive at the correct 
outcome. Will use the service with confidence if needed in future. Thanks  

Prompt. Efficient 

Although the ambulance was delayed in received 2 calls to check on my mother 

They were quick to come out and really helped me and am so grateful for how kind they were  

Professional staff, clear information provided and a quick additional call from aNurse. 

My 86 year old Nanna had a fall the response time was excellent in regards to the emergency given the current 
situation with Covid and the strain on the nhs as a whole  

Because the paramedic came in and straightaway put my wife at ease, considering she was in so much pain 

This was the first time I have ever called the 999 service and staff were patient and helpful. 

Both paramedics combined professionalism with warmth, calmness and friendliness perfectly. Absolutely amazing 
team.  Could not speak of them highly enough, no negatives whatsoever. 

Crew polite ,competent and helpful 

Response was fast and paramedics were very pleasant and informative 

The service was superb 

Paramedics were nice and understanding. Helped and made sure my son was OK before leaving.  

Paramedics were very friendly & explained everything they were doing & answered my questions professionally.  

Efficient and helpful 

Both paramedics were comforting and reassuring. Informative as to the reason for blue lights. They looked after me 
exceptionally well.  

Professional and caring  

They remained calm and talked in away that I was able to understand and explained clearly what I needed to do 
and what to do if anything was to change before the ambulance arrived  

Paramedic was very abrupt with me told me my epilepsy was the type where if I have seizures I wouldn’t be able to 
walk (my epilepsy dr says different) I was asked to get my friend to take me to hospital, I was told I was using 
ambulance & 999 as a taxi despite the fact I was using them due to the fact I’d had 4 seizures and alcohol and 
tablets mix , woman didn’t check me over correctly as in no blood pressure taken & then sat on her mobile phone all 
the way from Alnwick to cramlington hospital  

Came quickly got me to hospital  talking to me keeping me calm assured me I was gonna be OK   

I called ambulance for my brother which arrived within 20 minutes. 

High standard of service in difficult times on Christmas Day was very reassuring  

Very prompt in arriving 

Very quick response times - really polite staff who responded with care 

They seemed very quick and very helpfull 

The paramedics were really understanding and took great care with my mother  

Very efficient put me at ease  

Amazing, very professional, knowledgeable and helped my family during a crisis. They were amazing with my 7 
year old daughter witnessing her father being unwell. They made us feel calm and reassured taking patience and 
time. I’m so honoured to say we have this quality service in our region and would defy anyone who could challenge 



 

that. The team were angels without wings! It truly is a calling not just a job for these special people!  I’d love to sing 
their praises more but there isn’t space x 

Great service talked on phone till ambulance arrived.greatful to get to hospital as in a snags lactic shock .  

The call handler very professional and caring 

As a registered nurse ringing in behalf an extremely poorly patient in a nursing home I found the call handler 
patronising and an emergency ambulance took over an hour 

The ambulance arrived quickly. He was very professional and patient with the old man . 

Made to feel very safe and calm. The two guys who came were very friendly and helpful  

Very quick response and very attentive once they arrived, amazing job and very thoughtful and understanding 
towards the patient my mother  

We didn’t have to wait too long for the ambulance to come and when they did the care was excellent. 

Lovely people who came to us put us at ease 

VERY QUICK AND EFFICIENT RESPONSE  

Very quick response time 

They were very good and competent.  And cared for me. Very well as I was in a lot of  painNo  

The service was second to none from start to finish. Telephone operator was clear and kept me calm & the 
paramedics were fantastic with my Mam 

The paramedics were lovely with my son and reassured me. After checking my son over they got us straight to 
hospital. 

The Para medics who attended my brother were professional, caring and supportive I cannot thank them enough for 
the efforts they made in trying to resuscitate him Unfortunately their superlative efforts were in vain as he died that 
evening in  hospital. The ambulance staff from the British Red Cross were fantastic as well 

Excellent staff working above and beyond 

Clear instructions and timely service 

Very professional very clear instructions  

If it helps  

I got the feeling that they didn't believe what I was telling them, but they did their job  

wonderful, compassionate  caring  absolutely adorable x 

The paramedics are amazing, not just with the patient, but with the whole family. They put you at ease xxx 

999 called out by myself to attend a car accident I had witnessed. Professional throughout considering how busy 
ambulance crews must be.  

So professional and caring staff were really helpful and reassuring. 

Good service quick responce . 

The staff were good on taking details, the follow up call while we waited helped to allay some fears, and ambulance 
crew were courteous and effective at identifying the problem and taking him to hospital. I only give 4 stars as it took 
3 hours while we were extremely worried about the risk of stroke. 

The Ambulance arrived quickly. The two female paramedics were just brilliant very caring. One even went back up 
to my flat when I couldn't find my mobile phone,although it is so much more. My recent memory is rubbish so I keep 
lots of information on it from list of my medications, next of kin details. I was and always be grateful for the response 
and care provided when I needed it the most.  

Very professional 

There is always room for improvement. The service was good but not excellent 

Came promptly. Good service 

They were very quick in coming to help us 

One of the paramedics spoke about me behind my back after judging the appearance of my bedroom, which wasn’t 
at all poor. She should have spoken to my face about any concerns she had.  

Efficient, sent help quickly 

They were excellent and very friendly, gave me huge confidence in them attending to my mother 

The ambulance crew were brilliant.  They were totally professional showed real care but always with a measure of 
humour.  I was so well looked after and although initially feeling so much pain by the time we arrived at hospital it 
was completely controlled.  Thank for s great carding service. 

From the call dispatcher to the paramedics, everyone was very friendly and helped my family massively in a 
stressful situation  

Efficient treated kindly due to circumstances  

Prompt knowledgeable staff 



 

i can swim 

Rude didn't have a clue very very dissipointed  

Excellent professional service  

Arrived within 1hour 

The service was excellent the way it was dealt with and the speed the service was received well done 

Very professional  

To be honest I really didn’t want to go to the hospital due to pandemic The two paramedics were amazing 
explaining why it was in my best interest to go true professionals  

I have called 111 to inform my medical conditions. I. e. Critical conditions & they had arranged the ambulance in 
quick Time. Important think is that the ambulance is completely medical equipment aidedd 

Although its a difficult time  my partner had a nasty break, so with the commuication after initial call with the control 
room we were attended to sooner than initially expected in these unprecedented times  

Treat with respect and care  

Responded promptly to the call and paramedics were 1st class with their care and service 

Paramedics very kind, considerate and professional but 4 hour delay in arriving. 

Brilliant service received from the ambulance technicians polite and efficient service.  

The 2 paramedics, were very professional, helpful, caring and understanding of the difficult situation. They both 
gave a thorough examination and explained everything to us in a manner we could understand. Could not fault the 
care they provided. 

Impeccable care and service. From call pick up to ambulance crew. We were visited by Elizabeth in a small 
ambulance car in Whickham, Gateshead. She was amazing, helpful, kind, attentive and overall just impeccable. 
Please give Elizabeth our thanks and a huge pay rise. 

The ambulance was arranged on Thurs 14 Jan by Wansbeck Immediate Care department after referral by 111 

The operator was very efficient and supportive 

999 advisor very helpful, advice given was to speak to a doctor, and ambulance not required. Doctor advised 
ambulance was. But everyone was helpful. 

You have saved my life in the past. This time u helped my 94 year old neighbour. Well done  

Don’t like hospitals  

They where very quick and the staff where amazing  

Excellent on the phone very clear with the direction and when the ambulance turned up the ambulance people were 
very knowledgeable  

If found the paramedics sympathetic and efficient in dealing with the emergency  

Exactly what I want an ambulance service to be like 

From call to crew arrival was very good 

Wasn't expecting them to arrive so quick.. 

Help arrived very quickly, assessment was thorough and considerate. 

The ambulance was with me within 12 mins and they were very professional  

Very quick arrival excellent care  

Advice given was helpful and thorough but it took over 8 minutes to actually speak to an operator A first responder 
attended in about 20 minutes, husband was having heart attack and had angioplasty  

Very prompt and the paramedics were brilliant with my son 

I was kept calm and they made sure I was comfortable and cared for.  

They did a brilliant job when my son collapsed and the horrible time we are all in at the moment  it only took them 
about 10 mins to get to him they all need s medal explained every think they were doing  

Fast response  

Prompt and very professional  

The ambulance arrived quickly. They assessed the patient asking questions as needed made us feel very 
reassured and were very careful and polite.  

They  were  excellent   

I phoned 111 and the ambulance with two paramedics attended within 3 hours. 

Arrived later than expected  

When I rang for Ambulance the lady on the phone keep me calm by keep talking to me I was in so much pain and I 
am really grateful for the service I got so thank you and the Ambulance staff where good too every help full  



 

Excellent  

Medics are always brilliant with me  

Well just general overall way I was dealt with was less happy with doctors prognosis at hospital 

We’re so helpful on the phone and came within the time limit they said- was extremely reassuring and saved my 
boyfriends life 

Very clever and so helpful and caring. I won't ever forget these two lady paramedics.  

Excellent service, got my mam straight to hospital with covid related pneumonia  

Call was answered immediately, ambulance arrived 20 minutes later paramedics were so skilled and reassuring. 
Can’t praise the service enough. Heroes everyone!  

Brilliant staff, extremely skilled and hugely empathetic and working brilliantly despite the lack of digital 
investment.Sad to see they are writing details of the patient issues etc on gloves. Where are the joined up digital 
patient records that prevent what can only be hours of repetition for NHS staff. I know my elderly Mothers problems 
so well because I have to repeat them to every health professional I speak to. Failure by the NHS to coordinate an 
holistic response to patient care.  

Very friendly staff 

They came on time and give good advice on what to do if I got any very bad. 

Given the situation we are in the service we received was excellent and my mum was well looked after 

Answered quickly and took details in polite and friendly manner 

Neas are incredible.. they are do patient and kind  

Took 30 mins for the ambulance to reach us but they were fantastic in attending my husband. 

Answered promptly and professionally listened and responded with care and compassion even though she 
completed her regulation questions. 

Fast response for heart attack 

Quick diagnosis and prompt decision on next steps. Very friendly and chatty. 

Ambulance staff were very nice and caring.  

This was a professional call, the call handler listened to my assessment and acted on clinical information given. The 
situation changed during the assessment that an ambulance was needed faster the call handler was very 
professional and ensured a vehicle responded in the exact time frame. This ensured no clinical deterioration.   

Very quick in coming to see my friend who was quite poorly 

Always pleasant,friendly people can't fault them 

Very quick response an so very reasuring 

They took way too long to vlme out amd they left me with no help at all 

Very quick, very kind and knowledgeable. 

Very professional paramedics 

There where good 

They were here within about 6 minutes the paramedics were polite and friendly. They were thorough and efficient. 

I called as an elderly lady had fallen on the ice and hurt her leg 

Fast response  

The NHS are doing a fabulous job. I talked to the Ambulance contact who was, professional, empathic, 
understanding, patient and thorough. He organised the ambulance quickly and patiently went through all the options 

Felt total confidence in the crew 

I was put at ease that I had phoned 999 when my partner was complaining of chest pain and I rang 9999 they talked 
me through giving him his medication and we waited for ambulance to arrive 

Excellent caring, professional service. 

They were fantastic and very quick to come out  

All aspects of my experience were excellent. I cannot fault anything. All members of staff were excellent and 
provided support and reassurance when I really needed it 

Very fast response and friendly paramedics  

999 telephone operator was so calm and kept talking and advising me. The paramedics arrived very quickly and 
took over.  

The response was clear concise which is what is need at these times. 

Arrived within 15 minutes excellent service 

Paramedics were awesome and sensitive. 



 

Quick response brilliant service fantastic staff so helpful and comforting felt safe  

Didn't wait too long and paramedics were excellent  

Unbelievable ambulance staff at a very trying time  

The service was spot on with the medical care but I didn't like being reported by the crew saying that they didn't 
think I was up to looking after my wife. 

Supporting, reassuring staff made me feel at ease 

Extremely supportive and helpful 

Very helpful paramedics 

Understood my problem very quickly 

I feel one if the paramedics were a bit abrupt  

Pleasant, polite, knowledgeable gents. Reassuring at a very stressful time. Nothing too much trouble 

All staff were efficient and caring. Given the Covid 19 situation ambulance arrived in a timely.  

Quick response and paramedics were fantastic 

Great support from a great team of specialists throughout the service  

Six hours and forty five minutes waiting time 

Call for elderly neighbour 92 year old fell outside on concrete weather outside -3 degrees call handler told us to 
leave him where he was with a cut open skull for at least 18 minutes ambulance came over an hour later  

Very quick & efficient when dealing with patient. Made the patient feel at ease when doing tests Recommend 
hospital. Very  professional  Well done.  

The ambulance arrived promptly and both paramedics were professional and personable at the same time. 

Wife couldn’t breath due to Covid 19 

Absolutely fantastic service, the crew were fantastic, so friendly, put my partner at ease straightening away as he 
was struggling to breath, they increased his oxygen levels then took him to hospital. Can’t praise them enough. 

When ringing for help for our elderly friend I was reassured and kept calm on the telephone in l we reached his 
house.  

It was timely and the staff involved were friendly and reassuring when we were very worried about our daughter  

Quick efficient. Polite 

Paramedics were very reassuring, efficient and thorough. 

The ambulance staff was really supportive and helpful couldn't wished for better service was really good towards me 
and very compassionate and caring  

Paramedics were Lovely  

 

Anything we could have done better?  

Everything was done. 

The ambulance took some to time to arrive which I realise is an issue about shortage of experienced personnel and 
possibly related to funding, service pressure due to Covid19, hospital placements and my communication with the 
service when explaining the seriousness of the emergency.  

No improvement needed.  

Staffs were good but seems to be like they didn’t like to touch me at all. They were feel bad so. It’s what I explained 
from this time. It used to be so good and brilliant services.  

My only complaint was the length of time we waited for the ambulance to arrive. Someone rang each time during 
the time we waited however, to check on my Mam’s condition.  

Can't think of anything  

Got him to hospital quicker stroke symptoms are supposed to be fast  

Nothing I don’t think service was excellent  

No perfect  

I know it’s difficult but lots of questions at a critical time  

Nothing yous were amazing from call to ambulance and hand over to A&E  



 

Listen to what the caller has to say. I was not panicking or giving irrelevant information. officet kept interrupting me 
giving relevant and important information the longer it went on the more my friend became more agitated. she died 
4 days later. 

The service l was given was exceptional there would have been no room for improvement. 

I am happy with the ambulance response today 

Took 2 hours to come which was in a frightening situation however accept we are in a pandemic and they are very 
busy. 

Did not answer 

A clearer explanation of the ambulance staffing qualifications  

No. Very good service  

Nothing it was exceptional  

Considering elderly patients is a priority  

I was more than pleased with the service. 

The service was very good and I don't think anything could have been done better 

Just the journey from  eastgate to Newcastle,  he might have had a chance if he had hot there sooner, but not their 
fault 

I understand the pressure the nhs is under at this uncertain time however because my partner was frightened and 
in pain his symtoms were made worse due to the time period we waited so as with most stroke victims time is of the 
essence si to say he should of been a priority and a faster response should of been made 

Nothing my service was perfect  

Nothing could have been improved it was totally perfect. 

All very efficient  

Calls from the switchboard to tell us how long the ambulance would be. Any updates is better than just waiting 
around for hours with no information. The ambulance should have taken me to the hospital of my choice where my 
care is (cramlington not rvi)  

Nothing for me as i was well treated 

Turn up promptly 

Faster response  

Nothing got to our home very quickly And looked after him great⭐️⭐️⭐️ 

Maybe a text service to say estimated time of arrival, to help ease anxiousness  

Everything was perfect  

Everything brilliant  

Paramedics were brilliant and amazing couldn't ask for any better treatment i recieved  

Patient had autism & could not answer paramedics’ questions accurately. They asked him 3x if he had a headache 
to which he gave 3 different responses.  

Couldn't have done anything better 

None, perfect service / help. 

Less questions before the ambulance was despatched  

The need for the process of phone assessment is unquestionable, but the range of questions used, in themselves 
seem questionable and allow, no flexibility and imply a naivety on the part of all involved in the process, (operator 
and call responder). 

Everything was ok 

All really good  

From my experience and the way things were handled there was nothing that could of been done better  

Waited 1 hour 40mins was told 14mins that’s the only thing I was worried about as my granda was finding it hard to 
breath thankfully he’s ok now 

All very good 

There was nothing I felt could be improved in this visit 



 

In my situation Nothing. 

Really good and helpful  

All staff were lovely very pleasant 

We were very impressed with the whole service. We were both in shock as it all happened quite quickly but from 
the emergency telephone operators to the Paramedics and then the hospital staff, we had no complaints with any of 
them. They were all professional and talked us through what was happening and what would happen. We just 
wished that we knew the names of the Paramedics in order that we could thank them and let them know the 
positive outcome.  

No, they were very good indeed  

The call into the 999 service  could of been better it was the second call we made they had all the details from first 
call they held us on call to answer more questions and all we wanted was an ambulance as the patient deteriorated 
quickly . 

It was a difficult situation because of where i was positioned and did not expect as much pain however there was 
nothing more that they could have done to improve their first class service 

I can't fault the paramedics or the service 

Nothing. Everything was really very good.  

Everything was perfect. 

Staff were perfect, no improvement needed the bed in the ambulance should face forward. Lying down travelling 
backwards resulted being nauseous, Neil, the paramedic allowed me to sit in the seat facing forwards and agreed 
that other patients felt the same. 

The team could not have done anymore that they did to make me comfortable. 

Due to out of area ambulance using sat nav tripled the travelling time to hospital, not sure if this is avoidable. 

In my opinion nothing. I recognise the terrific staff and again. Thank you. 

All was first class no complaints. 

There was nothing they could do. 

Less questions when ringing 111. 

Nothing at all the paramedics were very good. 

Ambulance quicker. 

I have no complaints at all. 

The lady who took me to hospital didn't want to take me but did as GP sent for it I was very poorly with COVID. 

No. The care and attention received from two ambulance men couldn't be faulted. 

They was ambulances at S/Land royal. And a depot just up the road. I had to wait for one to come from South 
Tyneside. Time taking. 

Nothing they were caring and looked after me very well. 

They were marvelous. 

Under the circumstances probably very little. Just time was essential with a testicular torsion. 

Had to clean carpets, after each visit, due mud on shoes. 

Everything was done to a very high standard. 

Shorten the time of arrival being told I had to say goodbye to my mum at the door of the ambulance could have 
been done with more sympathy. 

When transferred from Ambulance to A&E. It was disgusting how my husband stayed in a freezing cold room all 
night.  It's a wonder he didn't get frostbite. 

Nothing.  Did what was needed in good time  

Arrive sooner as the patient was distressed due to his inability to breathe.  

On this occasion nothing could of been done better than it was.  

Worked more collaboratively with your community counterparts when a call to 999 is made by us. The paramedics 
worked brilliantly alongside us I can’t fault them.  

Sent an ambulance when we first called and listened to what I was saying rather  than going through standard 
questions  



 

Responded with an emergency ambulance as requested  

We had to wait in a cue when we got to hospital, though not too long, then they had to move me onto another 
trolley, feel it held up ambulance who could of been away.  

Nothing bar time ,which I know you can’t really do anything about ,I was very scared even tho I had no reason to 
me at the time i did not know and took a while longer than I was expecting  

Possibly attended faster or sent a paramedic car when it was obvious it was a heart attack, although I know you are 
under a vast amount of pressure especially at the moment. 

Very satisfied.  

There was nothing else they Could have done better In both situations They were all fantastic So was the A n E 
Department Particularly Vivian Godwin  

They couldn't have improved on anything. 1st class service  

Quicker response but I understand how busy you all are 

Could have stayed in contact with my self due to having to leave the gentleman due to COVID-19, so a phone call 
to say he had been picked up would have been great. 

Better ability to select most appropriate hospital 

Quicker response time  

I don't think they could have done anything better  

The first paramedic was a little off with my son who couldn’t respond to his questions and he thought he was 
choosing to not answer on purpose 

Would have preferred at least 1 woman staff available More professionalism by some staff  QUITE  BULLISH Better 
suspension on the Ambulance sent  seen better Used  PDA  FOR HISTORY  AND DRUGSCOULD HAVE BEEN 
GIVEN MORE TIME TO SECURE HOUSE 

You doing a good job and I think you are really overstretched due to the pandemic 

Not sure on what can be done but 7 hrs for a ambulance  

Everything was amazing. Thank you so much. 

Maybe get there quicker  

My fathers problem with being deaf, he lip reads so under the current situation it’s very hard for him with people 
wearing masks, could it be possible for clear masks. 

When someone is advised by medical staff to call 999 then the call centre should act appropriately  

Everything was great 

Only issue was the initial call seemed to be bounced to other areas. E g spoke with staff in Derbyshire region before 
returning to local service  

There is nothing more they could have done as they were excellent  

The crew that attend were professional as expected and were very thorough  

Nothing the service we received was excellent  

If it could be possible to maybe set up text updates of how long ambulances are away from arriving as it was an 
hour before one arrived after the first call and that is a long time to wait in t he unknown. However, I appreciate this 
would be difficult to do if a more urgent call  came in etc  

No, paramedics were great and response time reasonably quick. 

Faster response but understand in present circumstances with covid that this is not always possible 

I don’t think it can be improved  

Nothing. The 2 paramedics we had we nice  

Explain how to use gas and air it maybe I didn’t listen to the instructions properly. I didn’t really want to use it 
anyway 

The background noise was a little off putting but not much I could still hear the person clearly that was talking to me.  



 

The whole service was terrible & not being checked over correctly and being told they were not a taxi was wrong 
and paramedics abrupt lack of care attitude was disgraceful  

Excellent service cannot fault  

Nothing I can think of considering the stress NHS is under because of the pandemic. 

Yous could have done no better thank you  

Everything was very professional even came to the waiting room to advise me what was going on 

All good. 

I couldn’t say from a practice perspective from my experience. I think our government needs to invest more in the 
nhs to relieve the pressures that our services are under and promote career opportunity in this area.  

Great service  

Respect for my experience and registration along with the emergency ambulance not taking over an hour 

Nothing I can think of . Excellent service  doing the very best they can . 

Nothing, I  have no complaints at all 

Nothing .  It was perfect. 

Gave an better estimated time of arrival  

Nothing your very stretched at the moment  

Could not. Ask for any that they couldn't do. Any better  

Got held back for a hour more but still happy with the service realise you’re busy but my wife needs urgent care  

All good  

Nothing everything was fantastic from start to finish 

The only thing is they said my son was priority when I phoned but said it would take 18 mins to get to us by this 
point my son was hysterical.  Screaming for me to help him as he couldn’t breathe hardly. So every minute felt like 
a hour he’s only 7 too so was absolutely awful. It felt amazing when the paramedics got here. They did tests and my 
son was taken to hospital for steroids. 

No they were fantastic  

First call was divert to go after talking to my semi conscious partner call handler should have spoke to me before 
ending call as it was a life threatening situation second call handler did take information from me  

It does takes one hour and half to arrive   In  nowhere in the world takes that long  

Excellent service nothing to be done better  

Listen a bit more, have more staff on, more vehicles m 

Nothing absolutely fantastic.  

Quicker response time  

There was nothing.  

Explained some of the reasons for the questions asked. They could have been better deaf aware, and of course 
arrived faster or at least told me an expected time- maybe not possible but it would have calmed me down. 

I certainly can't think of anything. There is that saying about if it's not broken don't fix it.  

The paramedic should have spoke to me about any concerns she had. Instead of my family.  

No they were so good  

Have some manners  

Nothing crew were polite and helpful 

Couldn’t ask for much more  

CallCenter staff are terrible do not understand the situation 

I think current system is excellent,  

Keeping us informed about arrival time. 

For this visit we could not fault any of the service provided. 



 

Communication between doctor and 999 advisor coild be improved? 

No, you have been very good and in view of the Covid situation, you do very well 

I do not think anything could have been significantly improved under the circumstances  

Everything was good 

You could not do anything better they were perfect  

To answer calls quicker  

You really can't do anything better you all do a brilliant job  

I am pleased with everything. 

When we called for the ambulance you then rang back to ask the same. Questions the previous operator asked me  

Arrive sooner rather than later. However I understand with covid19 the amount of pressure you guys are under. All 
in all top Mark's all around. 

Getting told different things off different doctors I went to hospital 3 times in 6 days was told different things each 
times 

It was all professionally done at the time 

Just quicker but if a priority or serious incident happened fair  play 

Faster response. I understand the NHS.is busy but my life was in danger. Just because it was.for mental health and 
physical doesnt mean I dont matter. People woth mental illness out there trust in the ambulance service to take 
them to somewhere safe not have to wait 6+ hours for an ambulance  

I would have preferred to go into the ambulance in a chair rather walking in the ice. 

Ambiance could have been quicker as was told on phone would be 18 mins and took over 80 mins. My partner 
showed all the signs of a heart attack as he has had four previously. But understand with covid pandemic the nhs 
are stretched to the limits 

It took time to contact ambulance but that is government for cutting services  

It took a long time for the ambulance to arrive but I understand due to the circumstances of covid 

You could have got to her sooner, 2 hours she had to wait sitting on the icy bath and it was snowing  

Nothing really apart from the fact it took over 7 hours for the ambulance to arrive but circumstances dictated that. 
Very impressed and no complaints at all 

The standard of care delivered was excellent Thank you  

Had an available contact number (or agent), whereby an original request for assistance could be cancelled! 

Arrived at least six hours earlier 

Provided us with more expertise over the phone to allow neighbour to be inside in warmth  

So professional and efficient. Big thanks to you all. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

999 Emergency Ambulance (Unscheduled Care) 

See and treat - not taken to hospital 

Patient Survey Feedback  

Month: January 2021 

 
100% 

Very good or good overall 
experience of the service 

Free text comments 

 

Positive  
free text 

comments 

All staff were superb. Helpful, reassuring, professional, caring. 

Amazing service lovely crew very professional and explained everything very 
grateful. 

Quick arrival of ambulance, lovely crew, high quality and compassionate care. 

 
Negative  
free text 

comments 

 

 

None 

 

 

Number of responses 

Online 0  

Total: 

57 
Print 57 

Text 0 

 

Please note: We have just implemented the new Friends and Family Test survey for ‘see and treat’ patients and we 

are in the early stages of roll out. We expect it to be fully implemented by the end of March 2021. 



 

Thinking of the 999 service we provide. Overall 
how was your experience of the service? 

Number Percentage 
% variance from 
previous month 

Very good and Good (combined) 57 100.0% +14.3 

Very good 53 93.0% +7.3 

Good 4 7.0% +7 

Neither good nor poor 0 0.0% -7.1 

Poor 0 0.0% 0 

Very poor 0 0.0% 0 

Don't Know 0 0.0% -7.1 

Survey trend graph 

 

Sentiment Analysis  

 



 

Free text comments  

When the service was first phoned I was told up to 3 hr wait could happen, but was here within 15 mins, so kind, 
and did their job well, all should have a medal.  

Polite, caring, excellent care from lovely staff my life savers.  

Prompts + thoroughly. 

Because they were very efficient.  

Amazing service lovely crew very professional and explained everything very grateful.  

All staff were superb. Helpful, reassuring, professional, caring.  

Both guys were lovely so caring.  

The 2 gentlemen were lovely and caring.  

Called 111 twice. Both times paramedics {illegible} and both times they were excellent.  

1. Speed of attendance. 2. Efficient & compassionate service. 3. Good advice on after care.  

Very prompt very polite can't thank them enough.  

Because it is true.  

Rapid & efficient service. Called by 111 service following telephone consultation. Excellent paramedic **** - who 
communicated very well with my daughter who has additional needs.  

I phoned 999 as my husband had fallen. The operator was very good and kept me calm. Within 4-5 mins an 
ambulance came. The crew from the ambulance were fantastic, ****, ****, **** were so professional and helpful.  

Because we felt better just talking and seeing them.  

Professional from start to finish. Explain all of the tasks they were doing and why.  

The lady was very helpful.  

Really helpful + courteous - very helpful & lovely.  

Quick arrival of ambulance, lovely crew, high quality and compassionate care.  

My daughter rang 111 who sent an ambulance which arrived fairly quickly. The 3 young paramedics were 
outstanding. They were caring, reassuring and professional.  

We have always had very good service from them.  

From initial phone call to 999 to when paramedic arrived - reassurance, honesty, professionalism given. Questions 
answered, paramedic + ECA patient + understanding.  

Quick response. Both paramedics were caring, understanding & explained everything they did & why.  

Rang 111 for advice, rapid response ambulance set.  

Because the service was good.  

Crew were very tougher and informative throughout.  

Understanding.  

The three paramedics who came to attend to me were very impressive & efficient, friendly & very reassuring.  

The attending paramedic was calm, efficient & informative.  

Very prompt. Very professional.  

Excellent service - superb + professional + so helpful. Amazing.  

My chest pain was dealt with professionally and with courtesy.  

Efficient and kind service given.  

I explained my problem which was acted upon immediately.  



 

They were very helpful and caring.  

Quick response when {illegible} III. Paramedic came quick very polite paramedic.  

Efficient, professional friendly.  

The phone operator was clear. With instructions + stayed on the line until the crew arrived. The crew were kind and 
sensible.  

The two ladies who came could not be faulted. They were professional knowledgeable, made me feel calm and 
were a credit to their profession.  

Very kind, helpful + knowledgeable people.  

They were very helpful, patient and caring and talked to us which was lovely about everything.  

Because of the quick response of the whole process from beginning to end. The ambulance crew were 5* and went 
about treating me with full professionalism. Even cleaning up my blood on floor etc.  

The two men were caring, understanding very professional. They listened to everything I said.  

Hi **** & ***. I had a CT scan + endoscopy at Wansbeck. Went fine just awaiting results of biopsy x 2. (CLO was 
negative) I'm relieved. Getting there. Thanks for all your help it was much appreciated. You did a marvelous job. 
Stay safe both of you. **** Ave.  

Responded to my call within 1 1/2 hours. 

Quick response, understanding and provided good advice.   

Fantastic paramedics *** + his colleague.  

The paramedics arrived promptly to me a thorough examination & {illegible}, were courteous, {illegible} and 
reassuring. Excellent service.  

Ambulance man was kind + efficient.  

Very thorough and reassuring.  

****&**** give excellent patient care to my father. Help him 100% explained everything they done.  

Prompt service.  

My problem was sorted without me being removed to hospital. I was due to have an MRI later that day and it was 
thought that me keeping that appointment was the most important.  

Speedy response, kind, caring efficient.  

Because it is true.  

They were very reassuring and calm on the phone. The two lads that came out were brilliant many thanks.  

 

Anything we could have done better?  

Nothing could have been done better, service was perfect well done.  

Nothing! I was and always grateful.  

Nothing you were brilliant.  

Nothing could be better.  

Nothing - **** was lovely, took time to listen to my daughter and was very reassuring. A credit to the N.H.S. Thank 
you. 

The 3 ambulance crew couldn't have done any more. I couldn't praise them any higher. They made sure my 
husband's Hypo was alright before they left.  

Nothing.  

If we were able to do better we should be doing the job ourselves.  

There is nothing else they could have done. They carried out all necessary tests, please pass on our thanks to 
these 3 fantastic people. We appreciate you all.  

Nothing, fantastic response.  

Nothing fantastic crew.  

Response time was good couldn't have done better.  

Nothing the man was lovely and caring.  

Nothing. Very helpful.  



 

Keep up the good work. Vaccinations for them a.s.a.p.  

Nothing can be done to improve on what I received thank you very much give my thanks to the crew.  

Nothing - superb caring, competent timely.  

My husband's doctor rang to say he had sepsis and needed to go straight to hospital. 999 lady said he wasn't ill 
enough + had to ring his doctor to check.  

Just carry on doing this excellent job in these very difficulty times.  

When my full story was made known it was suggested that I may benefit from seeing a ' grief counsellor' which has 
never been suggested before. I will be contacting my GP {illegible} this in due course.  

Nothing - service efficient.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Patient Transport Service (Scheduled Care)  

Patient Survey Feedback  

Month: January 2021 

 
92.3% 

Very good or good overall 
experience of the service 

Free text comments 

 

Positive  
free text 

comments 

The staff on PTS were nice and friendly  

Nothing! The service and care I have received over last 6 months has been 
excellent. 
 

Very thoughtful, extremely helpful with my condition (Physical). On time and 
also very friendly. 

 

Negative   
free text 

comments 

A number of times I have waited 2/3hour just to be taken home sometimes 
they never turn up for my appointments 
 

Manner of one of the staff made mom feel like she was an inconvenience. 
Talking extremely loud to someone who has no hearing issues. 
 

Staff should keep opinions to themselves. They were unhappy about family 
home set up. 

 

Number of responses 

Online 13 Total: 

39 Print 26 

 

  



 

Thinking of the 999 service we provide. Overall 
how was your experience of the service? 

Number Percentage 
% variance from 
previous month 

Very good and Good (combined) 36 92.3% -3.3 

Very good 35 89.7% +10.3 

Good 1 2.6% -13.6 

Neither good nor poor 2 5.1% +2.2 

Poor 0 0.0% -0 

Very poor 1 2.6% +1.1 

Don't Know 0 0.0% 0 

Survey trend graph 

 

Sentiment analysis  

 



 

Results by resource CCG  
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Total 92.3% 2.6% 39 35 1 2 0 1 0 

County Durham CCG 100.0% 0.0% 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 

Newcastle Gateshead CCG 80.0% 0.0% 5 4 0 1 0 0 0 

Northumberland CCG 100.0% 0.0% 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 

South Tyneside CCG 100.0% 0.0% 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Sunderland CCG 100.0% 0.0% 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Tees valley CCG 80.0% 20.0% 5 4 0 0 0 1 0 

CCG unknown  92.3% 0.0% 13 11 1 1 0 0 0 

 

Free text comments  

Excellent service, from booking the service to collecting patient. Very good driver in helping into us out of car. 

Came on time. Lovely driver. Helped me to reception. 

Staff very helpful. 

Always friendly service, very helpful. 

Always found ambulance drivers very caring, polite, cheerful, you name it, especially local men and women. Second 
to none. 

The staff on the PTS were very nice and friendly. 

Crews are always very polite and helpful they go out of their way to make sure you're okay. 

3 of the drivers were very kind and considerate to me. 

Care and attention in the home. 

The crew were kind. And helped us to relax. Good service. 

Prompt service. Friendly staff. 

The driver was very considerate and helpful. 

The ambulance people are fantastic. So friendly also. 

I rang out from dialysis and the driver was walking in the door. 

First class service. No complaints. 

Always polite and helpful. 



 

Pick up was usually late i.e. 20, 10, 5 and appointment time. It was because I didn't know my appointment time. One 
time taxi driver drove very fast in and out of traffic. Did not turn up to bring me home and I couldn't contact office on 
phone. 

The service I receive is correct for my needs, as I live in my own and I am now 88 years old. 

Drivers very helpful. 

Very caring. 

Very good they chat away. 

Overall everything was perfect. Staff excellent, thank you. 

Arrives on time. I am helped on an off into my home and to my dept always pleasant (nothing too much trouble) and 
helpful. 

Polite and helpful. 

Lovely staff! 

People were nice. Good timings. Door to door no stops. 

For ambulance travel very good. Taxi service not so good. 

Without patient transport. I would not be able to get to hospital. 

Just so grateful of service provided. 

As they were very helpful polite and friendly. Nothing seemed a bother to them. Plus had all the PPE on. 

I am very happy with the service and depend on the service. (So I say thank you so much keep up the good work). 

Drivers very polite and listen to you. 

Drivers always pleasant and helpful. 

The reason was they were very good. 

Medics very helpful getting wheelchair and with wife in and strapped up. 

So that you know, on this occasion, that I was pleased with the service. 

Kept to times. Caring staff. 

I just want to say thank you for all they have done for me. 

The ambulance was prompt. I was well attended to and looked after. 

The men and women were very caring and very very helpful, as I am in a wheelchair, nothing too much trouble to 
them. 

Just grateful could get there. 

Staff or always friendly and very helpful. 

It's true. Kindness is helpful. 

I did not wait long for ambulance arrival. Staff caring and helpful. 

Always pleasant. 

People care friendly who work on transport. 

The service started good, however it quickly went downhill. Sometimes the driver turned up various times, 5 to 10 to 
20 mins do not always sure if ambulance or ordinary taxi minutes to appointment. 

The journey to hospital was much less stressful than I thought it would be. 

The ambulance staff were very caring. Helped me into and out of the ambulance and took me by wheelchair to the 
appropriate department then took me back to the ambulance. 

It was an ambulance taxi. Taxi driver very helpful. 

Manner of one of the staff made mom feel like she was an inconvenience. Talking extremely loud to someone who 
has no hearing issues. 

It's true. 

Because I have faith and trust in the service. 



 

Arrives on time. 

They are extremely helpful and very friendly customer service out of 10 would be 100%. 

It is the most excellent service I simply could not attend Morpeth Cramlington would be without it. Well done! Thank 
you. 

I have never had a bad driver I have always had a happy nice and chatty that's why I have put very good. 

Drivers were very helpful. 

Good response time. "timely". 

Excellent staff, very polite and courteous. Kept me informed. 

Always arrived on time. 

I had spent Thursday 14 Jan in Cramlington Emergency Hospital having been taken there in the morning wearing 
my night clothes.  My wife was unable to collect me and I expected to have to use a taxi.  I mentioned this to the 
ward staff and was told transport would be arranged.  A driver came at the predicted time and brought me home.  
He was helpful and friendly. 

I have used the service for many years, I see nothing that needs improving .I have been treated with the utmost 
respect. I may have had issues with some of your staff but on the whole all my dealing with you staff have been 
positive. 

Everything was fine 

I understand the need to be ready for transport but two hours can be difficult. I live alone and waiting for transport I 
sometimes feel the need to go to the loo but am reluctant in case the transport comes. While an ambulance would 
probably be fine if I were a few minutes in getting to the door but the taxi's sometimes used can be a bit less patient.  

fantastic service i personally don't think it could be any better from the patients point of view, i use the service 3 to 4 
times a week and find the pts staff very caring polite and very professional i think of them as my extended family 

Due to being a carer for my husband and the hospital was severely miles away  

Self-explanatory 

Very thoughtful, extremely helpful with my condition (Physical). On time and also very friendly. 

 

Anything we could have done better?  

Rear heating - blows out warm air. Sometimes the automatic heater becomes very hot, on my most recent 
ambulance transport drive (in dec, 20) I asked if it can be turned down. Yes, he's said no trouble in future I shall 
always ask. Thank you. 

It has already happened. Such a powerful change in the telephone answering service. 

Make sure they stick to the speed limit, my last driver didn't. 

Perhaps a more responsive attitude depending on circumstances in the home to dispatch an ambulance. 

Could not have done anything better. 

To feel safe. Make sure driver knows appointment time. I have brain tumour so lost vision in one eye. Not all cars 
had plastic sheet separating driver and passenger. One didn't have mask. 

Service I receive in perfect as I am unable to travel by transport as the hospitals are too far away. 

Everything went smoothly, 2 female paramedics were efficient and friendly. 

Nothing better, really good. 

It could help to arrive an hour before instead of the two hours but it's not a major point. 

Vehicle needed attention, could have had new springs. 

Being disabled I require assistance to get in and out of a taxi. 2 drivers gave no assistance at all. 

Can't think of anything always found the service I have had to be excellent. 

Nothing the service I received were top marks, which I thank you for. 

To confirm night before time of pick up and name of driver I think driver may have had my appointment as pick up 
time. Drvier should confirm they are ambulance or ordinary taxi. 

No keep up with the good work. 

I don't think anything could have been done better as the ambulance crew were excellent. 

Staff should keep opinions to themselves. They were unhappy about family home set up. 



 

We know it's not possible, but regular drivers would help. 

They could have rang back and got here sooner. 

You can't better excellence. 

Nothing, you're the best. 

You could not do anything better in my eyes. 

Because the service was good. 

Absolutely nothing. Everything was first class. The staff are very friendly. 

Lack of wheelchairs at Durham hospital due to ward. 

No, crew were great. 

not sure you need to improve anything. 

A number of times I have waited 2/3hour just to be taken home some y they never turn up for my appointments 

There isn't anything that could be better. I do find it difficult that you have to be ready 2 hours before your 
appointment tim but fully appreciate the reason for this. I have wondered whether technology could be used to send 
a text message 30 minutes prior to your pick up. This may not be feasible but perhaps something could be worked 
out. My only other comment is something outside the transport booking service control and that is some of the taxi 
drivers used can be a bit sullen and not willing to have a conversation which, for people living alone could  be  an 
advantage. The ambulance staff cannot be faulted in any way. 

I have wondered whether in this age of technology  it might be possible to have a system where patients can be 
given a 30 min warning that their transport will be arriving. I an unsure whether this is feasible but perhaps 
something can be looked at. 

Be on time  

Nothing very grateful for this 

Booking means repeating info when booking my next appointment.it would be quicker to put surname on a list of 
regulars like me who attends weekly, would help your operator and save them time.....ta. 

Nothing! The service and care I have received over last 6 months has been excellent. 

 

 

 


